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Twitter to Add Context to Trending Topics
The social media company is trying to clean up a feature that has been used for disinformation, but stopped short of what critics want.

By Kate Conger and Nicole Perlroth

Sept. 1, 2020

Twitter said Tuesday that it would add more context to topics that trend on its service, an effort to clean up a feature that has often been
used to amplify hate and disinformation.

The change comes as Twitter and other social media companies struggle to respond to disinformation surrounding the U.S. presidential
election. But it stops short of a solution that some Twitter employees and external activists have proposed: eradicating Trending Topics
altogether.

Twitter offers trends as a way for users to identify which topics are most popular. The trends serve as an on-ramp for new users who are
learning how to find information on Twitter and to help all users navigate news topics. They can be curated according to personal interests
or geographic location.

But the system has often been gamed by bots and internet trolls to spread false, hateful or misleading information.

In February, Russian trolls fueled an American-made conspiracy theory that former members of Hillary Clinton’s staff were rigging the
Iowa caucuses, and helped push the baseless theory to the top of Twitter’s trending list.

In July, white nationalists pushed the anti-Semitic hashtag #JewishPrivilege until it became a trend, and QAnon, a pro-Trump conspiracy
group, made Wayfair, the furniture company, trend on Twitter with false claims that the company engaged in child trafficking.

The episodes have led some Twitter employees to believe that the trends feature is not worth its liabilities. Over the past two years,
current and former employees have argued that Twitter would never adequately deal with disinformation until it eradicated its trending
list.

But in the wake of killings in Kenosha, Wis., and Portland, Ore., in recent weeks, their calls have become more urgent.

In meetings with Twitter’s policy teams and upper leadership, including Jack Dorsey, the chief executive, employees have warned that
Trending Topics, if not adequately addressed, could ignite further violence in the run-up to and aftermath of the November election,
according to two people briefed on the discussions, who were not allowed to discuss them publicly.

Observers agree and recently started a campaign using the hashtag #UntrendOctober, which asks Twitter to turn off its trending service
through the election.

“We need to make trends better, and we will,” said Frank Oppong, a Twitter product manager, and Liz Lee, a product trust partner, in a
company blog post announcing the change.

Trending Topics will now include explanatory tweets and descriptions that show why an item is trending, Twitter said. Previously,
Trending Topics included a topic title or hashtag, accompanied by a steady stream of tweets about the subject, often leading users down a
rabbit hole to uncover why it had become popular.
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The current view of the “for you” tab on Twitter.
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Trends “for you” after Twitter’s new rollout of context features.

“So many of the disinformation narratives that we see on Twitter are spread by people who don’t necessarily agree with it — they are
simply talking about it because it’s trending, and therefore they amplify it,” said Cindy Otis, vice president of analysis at Alethea Group,
which conducts disinformation investigations. “Recognizing that has to be part of Twitter’s calculation if they want to deal with
disinformation.”

Starting Tuesday, Twitter said, it is offering more immediate insight.

“Some trends will have a representative tweet pinned to them to give you more insight about a trend right away,” Mr. Oppong and Ms. Lee
said. “A combination of algorithms and our curation team determine if a tweet represents a trend by evaluating if the tweet is very
reflective of the trend and popular.”

But the people familiar with Twitter’s effort said that it was only a half-measure unlikely to address the root problem, and that Twitter
lacked the financial resources to perform moderation and curation at a meaningful level.

Twitter relies on algorithms to detect tweets that are abusive or spam and keep the tweets from appearing in trends, they added. In July,
Twitter blocked 150,000 accounts that were known for promoting conspiracy theories from appearing in trends.

“There’s a well-known playbook among disinformation peddlers on Twitter on how to game the algorithm,” said Matt Rivitz, a creator of
Sleeping Giants, an organization that pushes social media companies and advertisers to cut financial ties with far-right groups.

Sleeping Giants recently called on Twitter to disable trends during the run-up to the election, arguing that trends could serve as a vehicle
for disinformation.

“As a barometer for what’s going on, it’s so easily gamed,” Mr. Rivitz said.
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The Latest

Joe Biden keeps his distance from the potentially divisive concept of adding seats to the Supreme Court if Democrats retake the Senate. In the swing state of Wisconsin,
President Trump leads Mr. Biden in Milwaukee s̓ suburbs. Read live updates.

Paths to 270

Joe Biden and Donald Trump need 270 electoral votes to reach the White House. Try building your own coalition of battleground states to see potential outcomes.

Voting Deadlines

Early voting for the presidential election starts in September in some states. Take a look at key dates where you live. If youʼre voting by mail, it s̓ risky to procrastinate.

Joe Biden
Democrat

Donald Trump
Republican

Keep Up With Our Coverage

Get an email recapping the day s̓ news

Download our mobile app on iOS and Android and turn on Breaking News and Politics alerts
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